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EL PASO COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH 
April 28, 2021 

BOARD OF HEALTH MINUTES 
 

 
The El Paso County Board of Health met at 1675 West Garden of the Gods Road, Suite 2044, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, on April 28, 2021. Four Board of Health members were physically present, five participated 
virtually through Microsoft Teams.   
 
Dr. James Terbush, President, called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m.  
 
Board of Health Members:  
Dr. James Terbush, President – in person 
Doris Ralston, Vice President – in person 
Yolanda Avila – Teams 
Cami Bremer- Teams 
Ted Collas- in person 
Sam Gieck - Teams 
Longinos Gonzalez, Jr. - Teams 
Kari Kilroy – Teams 
Dr. Richard Vu- in person 
 
Directors Present:  
Susan Wheelan, Director – in person 
DeAnn Ryberg, Deputy Director – in person 
Dr. Robin Johnson, Medical Director- Teams 
Brenda Heimbach, Health Services Director- Teams 
Michelle Hewitt, Public Health Information Officer- in person 
Kyle Unland, Community Health Promotion Division Director- Teams 
Jared Verner, Deputy Public Health Information Officer- Teams 
 
Others Present at Regular Session:  
Vicki Bennett  Lori Cleaton  Cid Cruz  Carolyn Gery  Stephen Goodwin 
Natalia Gayou  Meghan Haynes Kelsey Leva  Diana May  Kelsey Martin  
Kat McGarvy  Mary Ritchie  Emily Russell  Melissa Seidenberg Nikki Simmons 
Wendy Stevenson Nora Todd  Jared Verner  Cassandra Walton 
Christian Wright Fadi Youkhana  Haley Zachary 
 
Two American Sign Language Interpreters from Sign Language Network 
 
Board Member Roll Call: 
Commissioner Cami Bremer- Teams 
Commissioner Longinos Gonzalez, Jr.- Teams 
Councilmember Yolanda Avila- Teams 
Councilmember Sam Gieck- Teams 
Kari Kilroy- Teams 
Doris Ralston- in person 
Dr. Terbush- in person 
Dr. Richard Vu- in person 
Ted Collas- in person 
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Approval of Agenda 
 
Jim Terbush asked for approval of the agenda. 
 
MOVED: by Yolanda Avila seconded by Doris Ralston to approve the agenda for the April 28, 2021 meeting.  

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 

 
Board of Health Comments: 
 
Dr. Terbush welcomed Ted Collas and Dr. Richard Vu as the new members to the El Paso County Board of 
Health and asked them to introduce themselves. 
 
Ted Collas is the former Fire Chief of the Colorado Springs Fire Department and has 36 years of pre-hospital 
medical experience. He considers it a high honor to be a member of the Board. He looks forward to working to 
keep the community safe and being an active contributor to the Board of Health. 

 
Dr. Richard Vu is a practicing internist in Colorado Springs. He moved here and opened the Matthews-Vu 
practice in 2004 with his wife, a practicing pediatrician. He is honored and privileged to join the Board of 
Health. He wants to make a difference in the health of our community. His mission, and that of his wife and 
practice, is to provide a high level of care to their patients from all walks of life. Their practice recently 
purchased the former AMC movie theater on South Academy Blvd. in the 80916 zip code area and the theater 
will be converted into a multi-specialty medical clinic with a heavy emphasis on primary care with integrated 
behavioral health. They hope to start a COVID-19 vaccine Point of Dispensing (POD) at that location in early 
May. Demand is decreasing somewhat, so the vaccination capacity of that location will depend upon demand. 
He is aligned with the mission of the Board of Health: To promote and protect Public Health and environmental 
quality in the community through people, prevention, and partnerships and to work towards providing the 10 
essential services as outlined by the National Association of Local Boards of Health (NALBOH). He is 
committed to participate and provide informed input to the Board, to being a team player as a Board Member, 
and to following the lead of fellow Board members. He thanked the Board for welcoming him.  
 
Dr. Terbush commented on the alignment between Public Health and clinical medicine, especially primary care 
and behavioral health, that Dr. Vu brings to the Board of Health. He also emphasized the important synergy of 
public health and public safety that Ted Collas brings to the Board. He thanked the new Board members for 
their involvement. 
 
Dr. Terbush spoke about the National Association of Local Boards of Health (NALBOH) organization. Several 
members of the Board attended a NALBOH conference about a year ago. The organization provides a valuable 
service to local boards of health and establishes standards and guidance to which the Board of Health may align. 
The Board of Health meeting packet contained a NALBOH checklist regarding the Six Functions of Board 
Governance whereby a Local Board of Health may assess and acknowledge its work. Dr. Terbush asked the 
Board to review the Six Governance Functions (Policy Development, Resources Stewardship, Legal Authority, 
Partner Engagement, Continuous Improvement, and Oversight) noted within the NALBOH checklist, and 
further discussions around these functions will be held at a later date. 
 
Doris Ralston thanked the Public Health staff and leadership for the partnerships developed and applauded them 
for all the work achieved. 
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Commissioner Gonzalez welcomed the two new Board members and thanked Public Health staff and all of the 
health professionals for the endless work being done to keep our community safe. 
 
Commissioner Bremer welcomed the two new members to the Board. She thanked the entire Public Health staff 
for the progress accomplished, balancing duty and regulations in the interest public health with community 
feedback that was not always receptive. She is grateful for the professionalism of the Board of Health members 
and Public Health team who have worked with grace and outstanding work ethic. She expressed her pride in 
Public Health under the leadership of Director Wheelan and Medical Director Dr. Robin Johnson.  
 
Councilmember Sam Gieck welcomed the new Board members. He’s worked with Ted Collas previously and is 
looking forward to working with him again as well as with Dr. Vu. He thanked the Public Health staff for how 
well they are handling the continued COVID-19 response. Fountain is excited with the work being done at the 
Public Health South facility. 
 
Dr. Terbush stated that looking back to a year ago, there were so many unknowns that were being managed. The 
community and the Board of Health can be both humbled by and grateful to Public Health’s leadership. At this 
point, a large percentage of the community has been vaccinated and we can see the goals of herd immunity 
coming into view. We have many saved lives and he thanks the Public Health team for that. 
 
 
Approval of Board of Health Minutes  
 
Dr. Terbush asked for approval of the March 24, 2021 Board Meeting minutes. 
 
MOVED: Doris Ralston, seconded by Sam Gieck (Teams) to ratify the minutes from the March 24, 2021 Board 
of Health meeting. 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Finance and Budget 
 
March 2021 financial summary  
Nikki Simmons, El Paso County Controller, presented the Financial Summary for March 2021. Revenue is 
trending a little closer to budget. Part of that is due to the state issuing the order for reimbursement of the 
restaurant license fees. Aside from program-specific grants, most other revenue lines are coming in close to 
budget. Program-specific grants are areas where we have continued to dedicate resources to COVID-19 
response, but we have funding for the response in other areas. There are no concerns with revenue. With regard 
to expenditures, there is still some underspending of the funds appropriated into 2021. There is presently a 
positive net impact to budget and we have not been spending into reserves. In addition, there are significant 
grants coming in to include Epidemiology and Laboratory Capacity (ELC) grants of about $1,000,000 above 
previously estimated amounts and approximately $1,700,000 for vaccination funding. COVID-19 response 
activities are funded. In addition, El Paso County will be receiving funds from the American Rescue Plan Act 
and is committed to allocating money to Public Health in the event there is not enough covered through other 
federal grants.  
 
RESOLUTION: 
 
Dr. Terbush read the Resolution to Recognize Revenue and Appropriate Expenditures in the amount of 
$2,669,759 for COVID-19 #2 and #3 Immunization Funding as Contracted with the Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment (CDPHE). 
 

https://www.elpasocountyhealth.org/sites/default/files/2021-05/2021-03%20Resolution%20to%20Recognize%20Revenue%20and%20Appropriate%20Exp%20for%20COVID-19%20IMM%20Funding.pdf
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Ms. Simmons stated that these finances stem from the $1,000,000 and $1,700,000 mentioned earlier that covers 
many of the response expenditures. This is federal funding flowing through CDPHE that the County is 
positioned to appropriately monitor in compliance with necessary requirements. 
 
Doris Ralston asked if verbiage on the fourth “Whereas” statement of the resolution should read “will be” or 
“was” as of November 1, 2020. Nikki stated it was written as “will be,” because once it was accepted the 
effective date would be retroactive. 
 
MOVED: by Ted Collas, seconded by Doris Ralston to accept the Resolution to Recognize Revenue and 
Appropriate Expenditures For Contract Funding. 
 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 

 
New Business  
 
The first New Business Item addressed a Resolution to set a Public Hearing Date for Amendments to Onsite 
Wastewater Treatment Systems. Mary Ritchie, Assistant El Paso County Attorney, opened the presentation with 
an overview of the amendment process. A public meeting must be held to discuss the Pre-Construction Review 
and that meeting is proposed for May 26, 2021. Kat McGarvy, Public Health’s Water Quality and 
Environmental Health Planning Program Manager, will present details on the new Pre-Construction Review 
process. Per Colorado Revised Statute 25-10-104, a local Board of Health must develop and adopt detailed rules 
for on-site wastewater treatments systems within its jurisdiction and, prior to any amendment to those rules, the 
local board shall hold a public hearing on proposed amendments. Notice of this public meeting must be 
provided at least 20 days prior to the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation within the jurisdiction. Any 
member may submit amendments. If the legal advisor determines it is within the Board’s jurisdiction to adopt 
the amendment, the legal counsel may draft an appropriate resolution, setting forth the draft resolution with 
proposed public hearing date and time. The Board Secretary must then advertise the public hearing at least once 
in a newspaper of general circulation in El Paso County, indicating a complete copy of the proposed regulation 
shall be available for public inspection and copying at the Public Health office on Garden of the Gods Road, 
and may also be available on the internet.  
 
According to code, after the public hearing, before final adoption, the Board may revise the proposed rules or 
amendments, but no further public hearing is required. All amendments must be transmitted to the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) no later than five days after adoption and become 
effective no later than 45 days after final adoption, absent notice from CDPHE.  
 
Kat McGarvy introduced herself and mentioned that Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) is one of 
the programs that has continued throughout the COVID-19 response. The goal with OWTS regulations is to 
ensure we are adequately treating wastewater prior to it re-entering our groundwater systems. Permit turnaround 
times are frequently lengthy, with new construction permits taking 2-4 weeks to review and approve. In the 
County, over the last year, new construction has increased significantly. Routinely, El Paso County has been in 
the top one or two counties in the state to issue permits, issuing about 600 per year. This number is expected to 
increase as home development increases. General contractors are frequently the parties submitting onsite 
wastewater system applications, which tends to be at the back end of their processes. Current regulations state 
that if a building is not connected to a central sewage disposal system, or a wastewater treatment system, it 
cannot be issued a building permit until it is physically issued an onsite wastewater treatment permit for that 
property. An increase in new home demands is also putting a strain on the engineering demand. Many factors 
are influencing and delaying the issuance of new permits. Based on feedback through the Commissioners from 
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the Home Builder’s Association and the general community, there is a drive to increase customer service and 
work with the industry to expedite the permitting process. Education has been provided to general contractors to 
encourage earlier application submission, but the process is long, so the team has been working with regional 
leadership to improve the process to better serve the industry. 
 
A Preconstruction Review permit was suggested by CDPHE, so that building permits could be issued. The team 
has reviewed the proposed process with partners, ensuring documentation would meet the need for issuance of 
building permits. Matt Matzen, Permit Supervisor, and Roger Lovell, Regional Building Officer, approved and 
agreed this would facilitate building permit issuance.  
 
Kat and Mary will be working on a few amendments to include the definition of a Preconstruction Review 
Permit as well as some parameters around what will be reviewed. The review fee is also under consideration. 
 
The Preconstruction Review Process is designed to partner with the community and increase the ability to 
quickly issue building permits. Additional changes to the regulations are to include an Operation and 
Maintenance Permit. This is a part of the focus change from disposal of effluent to treatment of effluent. 
Current regulations require an Operation and Maintenance program and an oversight of systems offering higher 
level treatment. The program is being developed as the state is moving towards auditing counties who have 
reduced system sizing ability to make sure Operation and Maintenance needs are being met. Systems must have 
an annual inspection to ensure they are functioning properly. We currently have 270 pressure distribution 
systems in place that have been put into place since July 7, 2018 and 28 in-tank treatment systems. Upon 
submission of an Operation and Maintenance (O&M) contract, Public Health would issue an O&M Permit that 
would be valid for a period of 2 years. 
 
The four O&M Specialists are helping to develop this program. Inspection forms are being developed in 
addition to a guidance document. Other neighboring counties have similar permit alignments where the length 
of the permit coincides with the length of the maintenance contract. One neighboring county applies a fee with 
the permit. El Paso County will consider a fee with renewal of the permit. Regulations state that inspections are 
required for the systems, so El Paso County will require that inspection reports be submitted to the County. 
 
The state suggested small changes to the definition, but otherwise did not have significant feedback to provide 
on these suggested changes. The initial permit would be issued as a construction permit, but renewals might be 
subject to renewal fees depending upon a present fees analysis.  
 
At the conclusion of the presentation, questions from the Board were addressed. 
 
Dr. Terbush noted the packet contains the regulations, with changes noted in red.  
 
Doris asked if the process was changing to expedite construction. Kat stated that is the case for the 
Preconstruction Reviews as it would speed up the process for receiving building permits. Kat noted that the 
state required the Preconstruction Review Acknowledgement to come in the form of a permit, therefore there 
would be a conditional permit provided to allow for receipt of the building permit prior to a final OWTS permit 
issuance. Doris noted some of the verbiage was conflicting, and Kat indicated they would be making 
corrections.  
 
Ted Collas said Kat had mentioned a lengthy delay in permit issuance and he asked the average time that 
customers must wait. Kat stated that 82% are within 21 days. 52% are turned around within 14 days. Many that 
are extended are due to engineering or design errors or are not within regulatory compliance. He asked how that 
timing aligned with other counties. Kat stated that it closely aligns. The changes that are being proposed would 
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significantly reduce the timing, indicating that a Conditional Permit could be issued in 1-4 days as opposed to 
14-21 days for a full permit. 
 
Dr. Terbush thanked Kat and stated she was very knowledgeable and professional in her presentation. Today the 
Board is voting on a date for public comment and review. He states that one thing Public Health does 
exceedingly well is collaborate with local businesses and industries. It is that collaboration that has made the 
body art and restaurant inspections successful. He hopes that this program and new proposals would further that 
and that the proposed changes would make it easier and less complex to industry.  
 
Director Wheelan provided additional, broader context. On average, health departments serving a population of 
500k-999k people have 256 employees. At steady state, our department has 158 employees. There has been 
significant growth, a building was purchased to expand services, and more progress must still be made to secure 
resources. In 2019, there was a 5-year funding approval to add 10 Full Time Equivalents (FTE) which took the 
department to the 158 staff members. She feels it is important to all statutory requirements to have additional 
staff. As a part of the 10 FTEs, we added two Environmental Health Specialists. We are geared to streamlining 
processes, and in this case it is in the need to preserve groundwater. Kat and her staff have played a lead role in 
taking over 10,000 COVID-19 calls and inquiries pertaining to gyms, dance studios, massage spaces and other 
businesses. When Public Health Orders came through, interpretation was needed and the Environmental Health 
(EH) group in collaboration with the County Attorneys worked to implement those orders with businesses. 
Director Wheelan acknowledged the responsibilities and pressures that have been balanced during the 
pandemic. She has received positive comments from general contractors regarding these proposed changes and 
indicates that regulatory changes are not made without involvement and feedback from those that the changes 
will impact. When we have public hearings, industry stakeholders and collaborators will be in attendance to 
convey the industry opinion of the regulatory amendments.  
 
Dr. Terbush thanked Director Wheelan for the context. He stated that while there has been much need for 
pandemic response, there might be a move towards normal operations. He added that the process is working 
because there will be opportunity for industry comment and review before these changes occur. 
 
Councilmember Avila thanked Director Wheelan for the context and asked how many staff members the 
department should have. Susan reiterated the number is 256 according to the National Association of City and 
County Health Officials (NACCHO) that performs surveys of public health agencies across the nation. For 
populations of 500,000- 999,999, the average FTE should be 256. The County has experienced dramatic and 
significant increase in population in recent years, and Public Health continues perform at a very high level 
despite inadequate staffing in proportion to the population served. Councilwoman Avila notes that COVID-19 
has brought to light that Public Health has been under-resourced.  
 
Councilwoman Avila also asked about the impacts to the City of Colorado Springs, as Colorado Springs 
Utilities handles wastewater treatment. Kat stated that there are some pockets of Colorado Springs that are on 
OWTS within city limits. Councilwoman Avila asked if most of the applications for OWTS are for new 
construction outside of the city, and Kat confirmed that is mostly the case in areas such as Peyton and Falcon, 
where we are seeing the largest growth. 
 
Doris stated in order to increase the number of employees in Public Health more funding is needed. If there was 
secured funding year-to-year, we would not lose grant-funded positions if grants end.  
 
With regard to the OWTS proposal, Ted Collas stated that in his work with the construction services industry 
while at CSFD that the industry typically is not resistant to an increase in fees if it results in an increase in 
service. He thinks it will not be an issue and the industry will be receptive. 
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Dr. Terbush asked if there were other questions. Hearing none, he read the Resolution to Set Public Hearing 
Date for Amendments to Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) Regulations.  
 
MOVED: Dr. Terbush, seconded by Cami Bremer to accept the Resolution to Set Public Hearing Date for 
Amendments to Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) Regulations 
 
A Roll Call Vote was held: 
Commissioner Bremer- yea 
Commissioner Gonzalez- yea 
Councilmember Yolanda Avila- yea 
Councilmember Sam Gieck- yea 
Kari Kilroy- yea 
Doris Ralston- yea 
Dr. Richard Vu- yea 
Ted Collas- yea 
Dr. James Terbush- yea 
 
Count of yea votes= 9 
Count of nay votes= 0 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Director Wheelan stated that the Teen Suicide Prevention partners and Child Fatality Review Team have been 
working steadily with Public Health on this community wide effort. The presenters today include: Fadi 
Youkhana, Epidemiologist with El Paso County Public Health, Dr. Emily Russell, Deputy Chief Medical 
Examiner of the El Paso County Coroner’s Office, Cassandra Walton, Executive Director of the Pikes Peak 
Suicide Prevention Partnership, Wendy Stevenson, Behavioral Mental Health Consultant, Fountain-Fort Carson 
School District 8, Meghan Haynes, Teen Suicide Prevention Planner with El Paso County Public Health, and 
Kelsey Leva, Youth Health and Development Planner with El Paso County Public Health. 
 
Fadi Youkhana, Epidemiologist, gave an overview of suicide numbers in 2020 in El Paso County. He thanked 
the County Coroner’s team for its support in clarifying the data. In 2020 there were 178 deaths by suicide in El 
Paso County, compared to 180 in 2019. The age group was slightly older in 2020 with a mean of 42.5 years old 
and the median at 39. There is a shift in 40-59 and 60+ numbers being closer to each other than in previous 
years. Males are a more prevalent group with every 4 out of 5 suicides occurring among males. Fadi shared data 
on ideations and attempts as provided in Emergency Department data which indicate few differences between 
males and females in both categories. However, deaths by suicide detailed by the Coroner’s Office noted a 
significant difference with 79% of individuals being male. He stated that males use firearms at a higher 
percentage rate than females in deaths by suicide. Healthy Kids Colorado 2019 survey provided suicide 
indicators and the 2019 numbers trended with 2017 numbers. About one in five students seriously considered 
attempting suicide, about one in every eight students made a plan about how to attempt suicide in the last year, 
and about one in every ten attempted suicide one or more times. He pointed out that survey data is available for 
2013, 2017, and 2019 for El Paso County and 2015 data was missing due to low data sample size. There was a 
difference in students who attempted suicide one or more times in 2019 with males being 7.6% and females 
being 11.6%. Also, the higher trend of students who attempted suicide one or more times during the last year 
identifying as gay, lesbian, or bisexual compared to those who identified as heterosexual or unsure continued in 
2019. 
 
Dr. Emily Russell, introduced herself and stated the Child Fatality Review Team is a multi-disciplinary team 
representing law enforcement, the District Attorney’s Office, various hospitals, Public Health, school districts, 
Department of Human Services, and behavioral health experts. The team looks at potentially preventable 

https://www.elpasocountyhealth.org/sites/default/files/2021-05/2021-04%20Resolution%20to%20Set%20Public%20Hearing%20Date%20for%20Amendments%20to%20OWTS%20Regulations.pdf
https://www.elpasocountyhealth.org/sites/default/files/2021-05/2021-04%20Resolution%20to%20Set%20Public%20Hearing%20Date%20for%20Amendments%20to%20OWTS%20Regulations.pdf
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childhood death. Data is de-identified and entered into national databases for analysis. The team also makes 
prevention recommendations. She displayed a chart for the Child Fatality Review Team data from 2018 to 
2020. She stated there was a jump from 2018 to 2020 in total deaths and an increase in 7 cases of deaths by 
suicide from 2019 to 2020. This surpasses the previous high of 15 deaths by suicide in 2016. Due to the high 
number, the team started meeting twice a month rather than once a month to inform local prevention efforts 
earlier in the year. 
 
Cassandra Walton, is immersed in the suicide prevention efforts across El Paso County and is able to present an 
overview of efforts due to her roles. In 2020 we saw a huge amount of momentum with a call to action to 
engage the community to address suicide. In March, a panel was assembled at a school that had been impacted 
by suicide where a panel discussion was held then students and staff engaged in Youth Mental Health First Aid 
Training. A few days following that collaboration, the pandemic came to the region and the team had to pivot to 
meet the needs of the community. Organizations started offering services virtually to address mental health. 
There was a 70% increase in calls for services once students began staying home. The 1:1 peer support became 
the most popular service where connectedness was maintained on a schedule by peers. Pikes Peak Suicide 
Prevention and a number of community partners worked to get in-person services in place as soon as they were 
permitted. Teen mentor programs were in development to increase the number of trusted adults in the 
community, and a pilot program started to get resources in place as soon as possible. Calls from parents 
increased regarding teens having suicidal ideations and the question was raised on how to implement a safety 
plan within the home. As schools developed hybrid programs, questions were addressed on how to re-enter 
teens into schools. There has been a growth in suicide prevention needs and partnerships. Cassandra 
emphasized that the need of teens often reflect the larger community needs, and there is a need for people in our 
community to understand how to identify who is at risk of suicide and what to do. There has been a great 
response to gatekeeper training and many groups have been increasing training across the region. There is an 
issue of firearms in our community and safe storage conversations need to be held for advocacy work in the 
firearms community.  
 
Across the board with youth and families there is a need for enhanced post intervention standards. There is a 
training program for media to pledge to safe and responsible reporting, and there is a need to streamline the 
referral process. They have found that individuals on Tricare and Blue Cross Blue Shield are put on very long 
waitlists for access to suicide prevention programs. There is a lot of work ahead, and the community is poised 
and ready to address these issues.  
 
Wendy Stevenson spoke in representation of the school sub-group committee which represents ten school 
districts across the county. Its mission is to join school and community suicide prevention efforts by educating 
youth and caregivers through awareness, resilience and recovery. She shared some school challenges among 
districts across the county. The biggest impact this year was the inability to have strong connections with youth 
in a virtual context. Adult interactions have been hindered either by hybrid or remote learning environments. 
There has been a great degree of anxiety and depression among students and staff. There have been reports of 
increased in substance use among youth. Family and school disruptions have occurred through virtual and 
hybrid settings with lack of routines. Quarantine changes, childcare issues, grief and loss at varying degrees 
have all contributed to disruptions. Through online learning there are different distractions to learning. 
Attendance has impacted grades which will impact on-time graduation rates. Fewer students are being helped 
by school mental health professionals.  
 
Some successes: de-stigmatization of mental health need and greater focus and prioritization on well-being. 
Virtual trainings and meetings have been better attended by parents due to the ease of virtual access. Teachers 
are implementing prevention programs in curricula. Students are learning resiliency skills to carry into 
adulthood. Creativity and resourcefulness among students and staff are at an all-time high. Law enforcement 
indicates calls for service have decreased for all crimes and those committed by juveniles.  
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The sub-committee will continue its focus on student and staff well-being. Mental health teams across the 
county are working to plan for supporting students and staff in the coming year to bring back students in an 
effective manner. Increased school nursing staff will likely be maintained. Proactivity regarding programs for 
students, staff and parents will remain a focus. 
 
Meghan Haynes shared efforts to address youth suicide in our County. El Paso County Public Health has been 
convening and facilitating the Youth Suicide Prevention Workgroup since July 2016. The workgroup takes 
collective action in support of mental health and suicide prevention and includes more than 90 partners across 
the county. It reflects the cross-sector collaboration necessary to address this complex issue. Partners include 
youth-serving organizations, school districts, behavioral health organizations, hospital systems, non-profits 
addressing mental health and suicide prevention, and faith-based organizations, among others. In 2020, the 
group’s crucial collaborative work continued despite limitations due to COVID-19. The group pivoted to 
virtual, more frequent meetings to keep efforts on track. They prioritized fatality reviews and engaged youth to 
identify opportunities and worked to operationalize those opportunities. They conducted a needs assessment and 
gap analysis, prioritized gaps and needs, and identified current strengths to address them. The group has 
recently started developing community goals for the 2021 action plan. They will be providing monthly reports 
on progress, problem solving, and tracking data to address impact. The action plan will include adoption of a 
universal release of information form to enhance communication and assist coordination of care and expansion 
of parent informed resources on youth suicide and mental health related issues. 
 
Kelsey Leva shared some of the ways the community and leadership can be involved in suicide prevention to 
include normalizing help seeking and hope, sharing stories of resilience, media interviews, and changing 
language to be more respectful by using “died by suicide” rather than “committed/completed suicide”. In 
addition, we all need to be prepared to have a conversation about suicide. Gatekeeper training is also 
recommended through the training course: Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR). Kelsey reviewed resources that 
can be shared with those in need, such as: Protecting Youth from Suicide (flyer), Beyond the Curve, and Below 
the Surface. Colorado Crisis Services are also available through calling 1-844-493-8255, texting TALK to 
38255 or through walk-ins at 115 S. Parkside Dr. Colorado Springs, 80910.  
 
Dr. Terbush thanked the group for the presentation. The Board cares deeply about this issue and is looking 
forward to hearing more about the suggested QPR training.  
 
Susan Wheelan thanked all members of the Child Fatality Review Team and acknowledges the numerous calls 
to action. There are many ways to be supportive and get connected with those in the community to fuel efforts. 
She thanked the group for their work. 
 
 
 
Director’s Report  
 
Diana May, County Attorney, reported on the current COVID-19 state restrictions. The COVID-19 Dial was not 
renewed and at this time, Public Health has decided not to add any additional restrictions. The relevant issue for 
El Paso County is that face masks are still required if 10 or more unvaccinated individuals, or those whose 
vaccination status is unknown, are present. Masks are required at many locations including schools and the 
same types of facilities that the previous mask order covered. The mask order is set to expire on May 3, 
however the Governor has included the mask provisions in his Public Health Order that takes effect on May 16. 
Exceptions continue: Individuals under 10, those with medical issues, and those listed in the Governor’s 
Executive Order. Schools do not have significant changes to their guidance. Outdoor and indoor events are 
slightly changed. An outdoor unseated event has no restrictions. An outdoor seated ticketed event over 30,000 
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sq. ft. will partner with El Paso County and CDPHE to facilitate disease mitigation. This will include events 
such as concerts and sporting events. The Public Health Orders allow for the 5-star program and other variances 
to remain in effect. Indoor events have three tiers of events. For indoor events with attendance under 100 
people, face masks are required indoors, but there are no restrictions around distancing groups. For attendance 
between 100-500 individuals, in addition to masks, 6’ barriers must remain between vaccinated individuals and 
non-vaccinated individuals. Events over 500 individuals masks are required, a variance would be needed. The 
exception to indoor gathering restrictions include places of worship, retail services, and restaurants that have sit-
down dining and do not have an unseated area for 100 or more people to gather, such as a dance floor. Proms 
and graduations are also excluded from these restrictions, but if attendance exceeds 500 individuals, a variance 
must be obtained. 
 
Ms. May added that the current orders stipulate if local hospital capacity is threatened to exceed 85%, the state 
may require the county to impose additional restrictions.  
 
Director Wheelan clarified that through May 16 the current Public Health Order will require face masks in 
government buildings. Diana stated that a mask order was incorporated into the Public Health Order taking the 
mask order through May 16.   
 
Fadi Youkhana presented a COVID-19 data update. Incidence and positivity are elevated to levels not seen 
since mid-January. Hospital admissions are increasing and hospital partners have raised their status from green 
to yellow. Capacity is good, but elevated admissions are being experienced. With regard to vaccinations, we are 
at about 48% vaccinated among the eligible population. It is expected we will hit the halfway mark of 
vaccinating eligible populations by later this week or early next week. There is still concern for vaccinating the 
20-29 age group. About 90,000 people in that age group remain unvaccinated.  
 
Susan stated we have aligned with the statewide goal of 75% of population vaccinated by July 4. Susan asked 
for confirmation that this is doable if we maintain momentum. Fadi confirms that based on our efforts we 
should hit that mark; however, we will need an increase in the vaccine uptake among the 20-29 and 30-39 age 
group to accomplish this goal.  
 
Susan stated we will pivot again, as now we have increased supply of the vaccine and the demand is not as high 
as it used to be. The El Paso County and Colorado Springs Vaccine Consortium is implementing plans for 
mobile vaccination sites to make it easier to reach people where they are, building on points of access. We are 
providing vaccination supplies but are relying on partners for education and outreach. Information on the 
vaccine campaign will be forwarded via email. 
 
Natalia Gayou, from the Outbreak Team reviewed trends in outbreaks within the County. There have been 102 
outbreaks non-inclusive of schools or long-term care facilities since the beginning of 2021. These outbreaks 
include retail, office settings and restaurants. For 2021 outbreaks, there have been a smaller number (5.6) of 
instances per outbreak. The outbreak group is noticing that cases and contacts are often returning to work too 
early. Shortened quarantine procedures are being followed more frequently and individuals are returning to 
work environments but display symptoms after their return, having exposed colleagues to the virus. There is not 
an indication yet that vaccinations have made an impact in the number of outbreaks. 
 
Public Comment 
No Public Comments 
 
Next Board of Health meeting  
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Wednesday, May 26, 2021, 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m., located in the Snow Conference Room at the Citizens 
Service Center, 1675 W. Garden of the Gods Road.  
 
 
MOVED: Dr. Vu, seconded by Doris Ralston to adjourn the Board of Health meeting. 
 

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
 

Adjournment at 10:30 am. 
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